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1. Introduction
MH chaired the meeting, the 3rd meeting of the recently constituted OSSC, which had been
organised to feedback discussions held at the recent Digital Twin workshop.
2. Review of Actions from last Meeting #02
No.
01
02

03
04
05
06

ACTION
Admin will circulate the election process with these minutes.
KR agreed to coordinate the planning of a joint global event for
OneGeology and WCOGS. The Admin will work with KR to arrange
this and report progress at the next OSSC meeting in March.
OSSC to agree the future direction of the OneGeology platform during
a future meeting/workshop
KV to feedback to MH in terms of what quick wins GSI can contribute
related to mineral exploration, coastal hazards and marine/offshore.
MH agreed to work on the rewording of the current OneGeology
Digital Twin flyer and share with the group for agreement.
Admin will work on organising a virtual Digital Twin workshop in the
New Year, which will report to the OSSC meeting in March

LEAD
Admin
KR/Admin

DEADLINE
Closed
CLOSED
See Item 03

All
KV

Closed See item
4
31/01/21

MH

31/12/20

Admin/MH

Closed (see item
3)

3. Discussion on the role of OneGeology in relation to other global initiatives
KR updated the OSSC on an email exchange she had with Daniel Lebel regarding OneGeology’s
relationship with WCOGS. WCOGS is keen to collaborate with OneGeology and support its
activities. Daniel had suggested holding a joint webinar on digital geoscience to promote the

achievements of OneGeology and as a mechanism for mapping a way forward on Digital Twin
developments. He suggested OneGeology take the lead in arranging such an event in collaboration
with colleagues at Natural Resources Canada.

MH had been in recent discussions with the Commission for the Geological Map of the World
(CGMW) and the Commission for Geoscience Information (CGI) regarding OneGeology’s
relationship with these initiatives, but also with UN initiatives such as the UN initiative on Global
Geospatial Information Management (UNGGIM). He suggested OneGeology members could be
better represented within such groups. TVD agreed that OneGeology should choose how it
connects to these groups e.g. could OneGeology be the ‘digital initiative’ for all of them to avoid
duplication of effort.
GM provided some clarity by saying that OneGeology does no overlap with WCOGS; the likelihood
for duplication of effort is low. She said WCOGS doesn’t exist as an entity – it has no governance
structure or official agreement with nations. WCOGS is currently reaching out to other surveys
through workshops on 3D and critical minerals and is equally happy to reach out under other
banners. She said WCOGS provides a place where we can open up dialogue between surveys and
reach a broader audience. TVD pointed out that the WCOGS 3D workshop and OneGeology Digital
Twin workshop had presented a confused picture and it would be important to try and combine
efforts.
SH said Geoscience Australia is a strong supporter of both OneGeology and WCOGS and suggested
it would be important for OneGeology to show how it adds value alongside these other initiatives.
KH agreed that the purposes of the different networks should be clear in order to maximise the
impact of OneGeology. She added that many international groups are involved in developing
Digital Twin programmes and said OneGeology would need to be clear on why its offering is
different.
MH said that, whilst the focus of these initiatives is different, they have common touch points.
CGMW is about developing digital maps (the main page on the OneGeology portal is map provided
by the CGMW), whereas the CGI is focussed on standards and has links to internationally
recognised standards bodies such as the ISO. Links with CGI help ensure OneGeology standards are
representative and interoperable at a global level.
TVD added that OneGeology is more than just a digital platform; it is a knowledge platform where
surveys can share and learn from each other and the recent discussions on Digital Twin
development had been a good example of this.
4. Feedback and Discussion resulting from Digital Twin Workshop held in February
MH gave a presentation on the recent Digital Twin workshop. He outlined the purpose of the
workshop, key discussions points and outlined suggested next steps.
MH asked for guidance on how to prioritise future activities. It was agreed that initial activities could
focus on a couple of pilot projects that responded to specific scientific or societal challenges. TVD
suggested that an inventory of all Digital Twin initiatives be created e.g. Destination Earth. KH added

that this may also serve of a method of peer review and that we should start with things that are
doable and assess the value they will create.
MH suggested that looking at broader scale activities (at regional level) would enable us to look for
synergies between approaches. He suggested a working group be formed tasked with coming up
with a workplan to address this challenge and report back to the OSSC in 6 months therefore
informing any decisions for future work. TVD, KR, MH, HN and VH would meet to agree a way
forward and would contact the groups for guidance around who should join the working group and
its Terms of Reference. Any steer would then be passed to the Operational Group for
implementation. KH suggested that an estimate of resources be provided so that the scale of the
work could be assessed by member organisations.
ACTIONS 3.1: TVD, KR, MH, HN and VH to meet to plan a way forward for Digital Twin working
group and report back to the next meeting
5. CPRM Presentation
The President of CPRM gave a presentation on the Tectonic Map of South America, 1:5 M, that had
recently been uploaded to the OneGeology portal. MH thanked him for the presentation and
acknowledged the amount and scale of the work that had gone into producing this map, particularly
the time it must have taken to collate all the data. He said it was an amazing example of the linking
together of so many large scale initiatives and the hard work involved in geological surveys working
together to make it possible.
6. OneGeology progress & Subscription updates
HN gave an update on subscriptions. She thanked those that had paid so promptly (8 members so
far) and said that VH would contact those with outstanding invoices. HN is keen to attract new
membership as this would enable to management team to take on more technical tasks and arrange
further workshops which were particularly resource heavy. She appealed to members to link with
their networks to help encourage new membership.
7. OSSC Guidance – what should the Operational group focus on
KH said that there had been a number of successes in the last year – putting resources onto github
so that they are accessible, development of the OneGeology website and portal. She asked for
guidance on where the Operational Group should focus its efforts. All agreed that the recent work
and discussions on Digital Twins provided some useful focus. All members were invited to share
thoughts on other valuable activities with Admin which could then be placed on future meeting
agendas.
8. Frequency of OSSC Meetings
MH recognised that participation at recent meetings had been high and suggested that more
frequent meetings might be valuable. TVD agreed suggesting another meeting in 6 months time so
that an update from the Digital Twin working group could be presented. All agreed that meeting
every 6 months, at least in the short term, would help the group retain its momentum. KH suggested
that a general progress report also be presented – this might include status on subscriptions, any

technical updates and relevant meetings/conferences members had attended that might be of
interest to others.
ACTION 3.2: Admin to arrange 6 monthly OSSC meetings
ACTION 3.3: Admin to prepare regular progress reports for OSSC.
9. AOB
Nothing Raised
10. Date of next meeting
August date to be confirmed
11. New and Outstanding actions list
No.
ACTION
New Actions
3.1
TVD, KR, MH, HN and VH to meet to plan a way forward for Digital
Twin working group and report back to the next meeting
3.2
Admin to arrange 6 monthly OSSC meetings
3.3
Admin to prepare progress reports for OSSC.
Outstanding Actions
04
KV to feedback to MH in terms of what quick wins GSI can contribute
related to mineral exploration, coastal hazards and marine/offshore.
05
MH agreed to work on the rewording of the current OneGeology
Digital Twin flyer and share with the group for agreement.

LEAD

DEADLINE

MH

Next Meeting

Admin
Admin

Next Meeting
31/05/21

KV

31/01/21

MH

31/12/20

